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Molecular systems composed of peptides or proteins can be
programmed to yield intriguing and potentially useful supra-
molecular architectures.1 The surfaces of solid or liquid substrates
may induce conformational, orientational, and positional order in
molecular assemblies,2 and peptides composed of alternating
hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids have been shown by
spectroscopic and scanning probe techniques to formâ-sheet
assemblies at interfaces.3 Recently, two-dimensional (2D) order in
â-sheet monolayers has been demonstrated by grazing incidence
X-ray diffraction (GIXD).4 Long-range order has also been inferred
from the preferred orientation of nanocrystals nucleated under
â-sheet monolayers at the air-water solution interface.5 Langmuir
films of â-sheet peptides differ from many ordered molecular
assemblies2,6 in that peptide side chains can be engineered to provide
scaffolds for further organization of the interface. Here we aimed
at generating an ordered 2D molecular assembly composed of triple-
stranded amphiphilic peptides arrayed at the air-water interface.

Progress in the design ofâ-sheet peptides has been based in part
on the screening of known protein structures for correlation between
sequence and secondary structure.7 Studies of water-soluble peptides
that incorporateâ-hairpins (loop regions flanked by two strands
interlinked via hydrogen bonds) derived from natural proteins have
also contributed to our understanding of the folding and stability
of â-sheet peptides.8 Among the most abundantâ-hairpins in natural
proteins are the two-residue loops,9 â-turns of types I′ and II′, which
appear to impose a twist on adjacent peptide strands. In small de
novo designed peptides it was shown that the nonnatural amino
acidD-Pro at positioni + 1 is effective in driving the formation of
â-hairpins in aqueous solution.10,11 L-Pro was found to be almost
absent from two-residueâ-hairpins of crystalline proteins;9b how-
ever, in types I and IIâ-turnsL-Pro is the most abundant residue7b

at positioni +1. The propensities ofL-Pro andD-Pro to promote
types I and I′ â-turns, respectively, may be rationalized by the match
between the dihedral anglesφi+1 of the turn and the restrainedφ
angles ofL-Pro andD-Pro (∼-60° and∼+60°, respectively).

The 30-residue peptide BS30 was designed to fold into the triple-
strandedâ-sheet depicted schematically in Figure 1. The proposed
architecture depends on formation of two reverse turns, and on
registry of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acids along the
three strands of the sheet. The main axes of the three amphiphilic
strands were anticipated to extend parallel to the plane of the
interface in an arrangement that is unlikely to occur in globular
proteins, where neighboring strands are twisted relative to one

another.13 Accordingly, a type IIâ-turn (which is nearly planar),9b

has been targeted in the design of BS30, on the assumption that it
would better stabilize the parallel orientation of adjacent strands.
On the basis of the propensity ofL-Pro to occupy positioni +1 of
type II â-turns (vide supra), the targeted fold of BS30 placesL-Pro
at positioni + 1 (Figure 1). On the basis of structural studies that
have demonstrated thatL-Pro-Ala in short peptides assumes the
type II â-turn,14 we chose Ala to occupy positioni + 2. We assumed
that the methyl side chain would not destabilize the turn, whether
it points into or out of the water subphase. By analogy with our
previous design of 2D ordered monolayers of single-stranded
â-sheet peptides,4 Phe and Glu were selected as the alternating
hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acids along the strands. Two
Leu residues were placed adjacent to one of theâ-turns to provide
greater conformational flexibility (compared to that from Phe) and
to impose fewer steric restrictions in the region close to the turn.
The second peptide studied here, BS30G, is identical to BS30 except
that Gly replaces Pro at positioni + 1 of eachâ-hairpin.

Surface pressure versus molecular area isotherms15 of BS30
indicate a limiting area per molecule (∼460 Å2) that corresponds
reasonably well to that estimated from the known dimensions of
crystalline â-sheet monolayers4 (∼16.4 × 30 ) 492 Å2). The
limiting area per molecule is smaller for BS30G (∼380 Å2),
suggesting either partial dissolution of the peptide in the subphase
or coexistence of molecular arrangements that occupy smaller areas
at the interface. GIXD and microscopy studies described below
support the latter. ATR-FTIR measurements indicate for both
peptides the formation of antiparallelâ-sheet structure.15
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the triple-stranded peptide (top) and
possible assembly at the air-water interface (bottom) showing peptide
backbone (line), carbonyl, and amine NH groups (thick and thin lines,
respectively). Amino acid sidechains are designated by the one-letter code;
the two amino acids in the turn are designated as thei + 1 and i + 2
residues of aâ-hairpin motif. For peptide BS30G (see text) residuei + 1
in each turn is Gly (replacing theL-Pro shown in the scheme).
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GIXD measurements15 performed on the BS30 monolayer at
nominal area per molecule of 500 Å2, reveal Bragg peaks atqxy )
0.180 and 1.311 Å-1, corresponding to spacings of 34.9 and 4.79
Å, respectively (Figure 2). The 4.79 Å spacing, characteristic of
crystalline â-sheet structures, is generated by peptide strands
interlinked by N-H‚‚‚OdC hydrogen bonds, forming extended
hydrogen-bonded ribbons (alonga, Figure 1). The 34.9 Å spacing
is attributed to the repeat distance of juxtaposed neighboring
hydrogen-bonded ribbons (alongb, Figure 1). The full width at
half-maximum, fwhm(qxy), of each of the two Bragg peaks yields
crystalline coherence lengths15 along thea andb directions of about
250 Å. The fwhm of the 4.79 Å Bragg rods15 corresponds to a
film thickness of∼9 Å which matches the expected thickness of a
monolayer film. On the basis of the relatively low intensity of the
34.9 Å Bragg peak and preliminary X-ray structure factor calcula-
tions on a putative 2D lattice (as in Figure 1), we deduce that the
BS30 monolayer contains several coexisting packing configurations.
BS30 molecules may be packed, for example, by translation along
the a axis through parallelâ-sheet hydrogen bonds, in contrast to
the proposed packing (by two-fold symmetry about the normal to
the water, shown in Figure 1). Such a defect may propagate further
disorder in the juxtaposition of neighboring peptide ribbons, by
inducing the molecules to be related along theb direction by
translation rather than via two-fold symmetry (shown in Figure 1).
Dislocation defects (along theb direction) may also be the result
of the repetitive hydrogen-bonding pattern along the peptide strands.
These possible variations in packing would reduce the intensity of
the 34.9 Å Bragg peak but would have much a weaker effect on
the Bragg peak at 4.79 Å.

BS30G exhibits only a very weak GIXD Bragg peak corre-
sponding to a∼4.79 Å spacing, suggesting limited order in the
Gly variant of the peptide.

A typical Brewster angle microscopy16 (BAM) image of a BS30
film, at ∼500 Å2/molecule, visualized directly by reflection, reveals
solidlike domains (Figure 3) that span the dimensions of the
captured image (0.5 mm in diameter). The solid nature of the
domains is evident from their low mobility compared to that from
other regions in the film and from the relatively sharp boundaries

and extended crack lines that resemble textures typical of macro-
scopic solids. The film also contains regions of higher lateral
mobility as well as dark regions where presumably molecular
density is relatively low.16 BAM images of BS30G were observed
only for the compressed state of the film (∼250 Å2/molecule) and
revealed disordered domains against a dark background. The
pronounced differences in reflected intensities indicate regions of
variable heights, consistent with the reduced area per molecule
observed by surface pressure-area isotherms for BS30G.

This study demonstrates simple design principles for the prepara-
tion of ordered macromolecular assemblies at the air-water
interface.
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Figure 2. Measured GIXD Bragg peaks of BS30 monolayer, corrected
for Lorenz-polarization and geometric factors.15

Figure 3. BS30 at 500 Å2/molecule and BS30G at 250 Å2/molecule, at
the air-water-interface, imaged by BAM.15 Arrows mark crack lines in
the BS30 monolayer.
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